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Kirkus Review: A brain surgeon performs operations that allow him to control minds in this chilling sci-fi
debut. World War III brought devastation to the United States. New York, bombed by Middle Eastern forces,
still bleeds deadly radiation. New Washington, the rebuilt capital, is home to an organization called Central
Perception, led by Dr. Benjamin Minder. It maintains national security not for a president but for a ruling
cabal of corporate taskmasters. The organization’s chief battle is against the domestic terrorists of the Neural
Network. Enter Dr. John Cosgrove, a surgeon who specialized in the now-illegal “gray” procedures
performed during the war; his skillful hands can plumb the frontal cortex, inserting technology that results in
various shades of obedience. After capturing an agent of the Neural Network, Central Perception hires
Cosgrove to help “cleanse” the man—that is, surgically interrogate him and record his memories onto disks.
Once the man’s memories have been recorded, however, a shootout between hospital staff and Central
Perception security suggests that things aren’t what they seem. Later, Cosgrove visits Maine and the Neural
Network forces his car off the road with a fallen tree. He enters another vehicle at gunpoint, finding himself
face to face with terrorists—his girlfriend Judy among them. Debut author Grove delivers this surprise, and
many others, with seasoned panache. Scenes in which Cosgrove slowly loses his vision (only to comically
regain it) are superbly engaging. But his novel’s strongest trait is the sweeping, elaborately detailed world of
espionage spun from the Gray Technology. Agents get programmed and counterprogrammed, and payoff
frequently comes in explosive though carefully planned action sequences. As needed, Grove offers absorbing
medical explanations—“The removal of emotional decision making was important in creating a calmer
individual….Rewiring portions of the cerebral cortex and internal body chemistry alterations made this
possible—that’s sometimes tempered by painful woodenness: “Clothes were removed from their hangers and
placed on Cosgrove’s body in the appropriate places.” Still, for a thriller this long, Grove ably juggles
heroes, villains and side characters, giving all ample room to develop. A winding narrative, propelled by
stark visuals and enjoyably crass action-film motifs. Back Cover Description: In the not-too-distant future,
scientists created a mind-controlling technology termed “Gray Technology.” Originally developed for
military use in WWIII, obsession-drive units were inserted directly into soldiers’ brains to control their
behavior. After exposure to a specific sequence of visual images or oral commands, gray soldiers were able
to abandon their fears and overcome insurmountable odds to accomplish their missions. When WWIII ended,
the Middle Eastern and Western blocks agreed to internationally outlaw Gray Technology with one
exception: criminal reconditioning. Anyone convicted of using illegal Gray Technology would be punished
by their greatest psychologically feared death. The international courts hoped that this punishment would
serve as a sufficient gray crime deterrent. However, corporate greed and political corruption would prove
that it would not… In this gripping science-fiction novel, Dr. John Cosgrove, a WWIII veteran and
practicing gray surgeon, finds himself caught in a web of deception as he struggles to find the truth about
Central Perception, a powerful government-corporate bureau, and the Neural Network, an underground rebel
organization. In this murky world of espionage, Cosgrove must determine whether the truth is black and
white or whether it’s found in a series of Gray Maneuvers…
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From reader reviews:

Warren Matt:

Now a day people that Living in the era everywhere everything reachable by connect to the internet and the
resources inside can be true or not need people to be aware of each facts they get. How individuals to be
smart in acquiring any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book. Studying a book
can help people out of this uncertainty Information particularly this Gray Maneuvers book because book
offers you rich data and knowledge. Of course the information in this book hundred per-cent guarantees there
is no doubt in it you probably know this.

John Enriquez:

The publication untitled Gray Maneuvers is the e-book that recommended to you to learn. You can see the
quality of the reserve content that will be shown to you. The language that author use to explained their way
of doing something is easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of study when write the book, hence the
information that they share for you is absolutely accurate. You also might get the e-book of Gray Maneuvers
from the publisher to make you considerably more enjoy free time.

Patricia Baker:

Reading can called head hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book especially book
entitled Gray Maneuvers your brain will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every aspect that
maybe unfamiliar for but surely can be your mind friends. Imaging every single word written in a book then
become one application form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get before. The Gray
Maneuvers giving you yet another experience more than blown away the mind but also giving you useful
information for your better life on this era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern this is your body and
mind is going to be pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning a. Do you want to try this
extraordinary paying spare time activity?

Pamela Stanley:

Do you have something that that suits you such as book? The reserve lovers usually prefer to opt for book
like comic, brief story and the biggest you are novel. Now, why not striving Gray Maneuvers that give your
fun preference will be satisfied simply by reading this book. Reading practice all over the world can be said
as the method for people to know world a great deal better then how they react towards the world. It can't be
explained constantly that reading practice only for the geeky particular person but for all of you who wants
to become success person. So , for all you who want to start reading through as your good habit, you may
pick Gray Maneuvers become your current starter.
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